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Chapter 197 Family’S Reputation Or Father’S Life?

Elsa saw that Elena had already packed her things and didn’t continue to disturb. "Alright, alright. You should have a good rest

during this period of time. And you don't have to worry about these matters in the company.”

After packing all the things, Elena finally turned around and looked at Elsa seriously. “I believe you guys will take care of work

properly. But please do one more thing. Keep an eye on that Tina during this period of time.”

At first Elena’s impression on Tina was a materialistic and ambitious woman. But afterwards she discovered that Tina was

actually a vicious and ruthless woman. She was a wolf in sheep’s clothing. She couldn’t be ignored anymore.

Hearing Tina’s name, Elsa’s eyes twitched. Actually they were also had enough of Tina. In the absence of Elena and Ryan, Roman

had handed all their power to that manipulative woman. And now that woman had spared no efforts to make things difficult for

them.

“Don’t worry. We’ll keep an eye on her. If she does anything, we will inform you.”

After bidding farewell to their colleagues, Elena and Ryan returned home. They did not have much to do during this period of

time. They only needed to rest well.

Elena sat in the living room and thought of her grandfather in the hospital. She then called Jonathan. "Uncle, how has Grandpa

been recently? Are there any signs of him waking up?"

Jonathan looked at the old man who was lying on the bed with his eyes closed and shook his head helplessly. "Not yet. The

hospital is doing its best to treat him. I don't know when your grandfather will wake up. "

"Your husband also told the doctors to stay here and pay attention to your grandfather's condition at all the time"

"And the doctor also said that he will arrange all of your grandfather's condition in a file."

When Elena was in the hospital, Ryan had already told the doctors about Mason’s this matter, and also instructed them to pay a

close attention to the old man. Ryan knew as long as Mason was here, Elena would not be at ease. So he arranged everything

beforehand.

Elena did not think that Ryan would have called the doctor over a long time ago.

It was just that her grandfather still did not wake up, and the truth could not be revealed.

Elena did not forget what Jonathan had said to her previously.

Although Adeline and Jonathan were still family, they still had to seek justice for her grandfather.

"Uncle, if grandfather can't wake up, then there is no way to investigate the matter of grandfather being injured. If something

really happens in the future, then what do you think we should do?"

Elena threw this question to Jonathan because this was not a small matter, but the final decision could only be made by him.

No matter what, Adeline and Jonathan were husband and wife. If something really happened, would Jonathan protect Lewis

family's reputation, or would he give his father justice?

The choice of this matter would be the matter between them. Elena only wanted to do her own thing.

Jonathan thought for a moment before he slowly opened his mouth. "Elena, I know what you are thinking about. But no matter

what, so many years of relationship can't just disappear like this. If this matter has something to do with her, I will definitely not

tolerate it.”

"If it's really like what your aunt said, your grandfather fell because he was old, then there's no need to continue investigating this

matter."

Jonathan didn't want this matter to escalate. Lewis family was already standing at the top of the storm. If something were to

happen to them one after another, their reputation would be ruined.

No matter what, they couldn't let this matter get out of control. Now, everyone was thinking that Jonathan was a very filial person.

He had to personally take care of his father when he was hospitalized.

This could protect his reputation. However, if it wasn't for this matter being on the news trending page, He was afraid that. . .

Someone would step on the Lewis family to get the position.

Elena did not expect that this uncle of her would put the reputation of the Lewis family at the top.

It seemed like she still needed to work hard for everything. If this matter was not related to Adeline, then it would be fine. If it

was related, Elena would definitely not let it go just like that.

At that time, the new and old debts would be settled together and she would see how Adeline would defend her.

"Since uncle has already said so, then I have nothing more to say. You take good care of Grandfather. After a period of time, when

my heart and body will be more stable, I will go and see Grandfather.”

Elena did not continue to talk about the next topic because even if she did, it was not the result she wanted.

She did not continue to ask.

Jonathan said it was either good or bad. Although his temper was not bad, he cared too much about his reputation.

But since he cared so much about his reputation, why would he gamble? It created a situation where he had to borrow money

from Ryan.

After hanging up the phone, Elena sat on the sofa absentmindedly.

Ryan, who was sat beside her, peeled an apple and handed it to Elena. "Your uncle's attitude is still the same. In the past, if you

wanted to investigate, he stopped you. He did not want you to interfere. It seems that he wants to protect his wife and your

family's reputation over everything."

"His own father is already lying in the hospital. He still wants that damn face. What's the use? The outside world is saying that

Jonathan Lewis is a very filial person. Now, it's really hard to tell whether he is filial or not.” Elena sneered and said disgustedly.

"Alright, alright. You don't have to worry about these things anymore. Rest for two days. I'll take you to Western Europe the day

after tomorrow. "

There weren't that many things to do there, and the environment was also very good for pregnancy.

Furthermore, that was his territory. Ryan didn’t have to worry about something would happen to Elena.
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